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1 . 

This invention. relates to a woodproduct veneer 
sheet'or a wood product board and a method for 
makingthe same. 

It ,is‘generaHy recognized that the existence of 
?rst-class. logs- for. the manufacture of wood 
veneer is rapidly decreasing. Such wood species 
as ,poplar, gum, birch, maple.v and others, ‘which 
are commonly used in the manufacture, of wood 
veneer, arebecoming difficult to obtain in?rst 
class .logs thatvcan be-usedin machine-turning 
of; veneer. 
However, there. is much second. and third class 

wood of-the above~mentioned species that is un 
satisfactoryfor the manufacture of wood veneer, 
yet thecharacteristics-of the second and ‘third 
class logs are the same as those of the ?rst-class 
logs,.bu-t due eithervto size or slight imperfections 
in the wood, they cannot be used in making 
machine-cut .veneer. 
Itis therefore an- object of-this invention to 

provide'a method of making a wood-product. 
veneer sheet, and anew product of manufacture 
of ,a veneer sheet by which second and third class. 
hard wood logs, scraps and sawdust as well, as 
softwoods such as, pine and others, can be incor 
porated intoa Wood product that simulates, wood 
veneer, and which can be'used in the manufacture 
of plyboard. as well as in the manufacture of 
articles producedin molds. 

It is another object of the invention to. provide 
a WOOd product consisting of sawdust, woodohips 
and. wood pulp suitably bonded together under 
pressure to form veneer sheets or molded articles 
of manufacture. 

Itis another object of the, invention to‘ provide 
a wood product. that’ is highly water-resistant, 
andis not subject to warping or grain-cracking. 

It is: still another object of the invention to 
provide a W006; product consisting of sawdust, 
wood-‘chipsand‘wood pulp bonded together, with -. 
a binding agent in which a grain'is imparted to 
the product; 
Another‘ object of- the invention is tar-provide 

wood product like that set forth in the foregoing 
objects that can be formed or shaped after its 
initial? manufacture to alter the form or shape 
of; the product, for example, die-forming wood 
product sheets. 

It;is_- still another object of the invention to 
provide a method of producing a wood product 
or-v a Wood product veneer sheet,v having char 
acteristics referred to in the foregoing ob'ects. 

Further. objects and advantages‘ will become 
apparent‘ from the drawings and, the following. 
description. 55 

21' 
In thedrawings; ‘ 
Figure 1 is a wood product-made in accordance 

with this invention; 
Figure 2 isa-grained woodproduct-madein. 

accordance ‘with: this‘ invention; 
Figure 3 is av-wood product veneer sheet made 

in accordance with-this invention; 
Figure 4 is- a'grained wood product veneer 

sheet; ' ‘ 

Figure .5 .is- a plyboard=made from a plurality 
of ' grained ' veneer? sheets illustrated-Lin Figure‘ 4; 
Figured isa, viewv of a die-formed product made i 

from the wood product ofe‘this invention; I 
Eiguree '7 illustrates. j diagrammatically a, ma 

" chine for carryinglforwa-rd-la method-1 oft-produce. 
ing the: products» ofgFiguressl and" 3‘; 

Figure» illustrates diagrammatically. a‘ ma? 
chine i011‘: carryingforward- aimethodl-of-y making, 
the~products,illustrated“ insEigures» 2- and +4’. 

The. manufacture. of?highduality-.woodiveneerI 
is becoming more dif?cult each year asaresult 
of, an . increasingsscarcity of; ?rst-classlog?.» that 
cantensedinmachinewuttinadveneer, How-. 
ever, thereisavlarge quantitynflower grade logs, 
and. limbsi as , well; as, scrap, materials“ of. the._ 
veneer species, snchaspopilalt, gum,._b_irch,, mama. 
magnoliaretcothat arelsound assfarz. as,the_ir_ 
wood, characteristics are, cohcerhedso' that the~ 
wood. characteristics could he‘ carried forward, 
into. W099i Sheets. made. of. these veheer. 
species .under suitablecondiiiphs 

In. this . inventloh. the. IQW-sm?e loss of the 
veneer. species as,we_ll.as.li.mbs.,, scrap. and. saw? 
dust are utilized’inthe making of a wood product 
veheeri that.,can_.behser1.ih ‘the same Way. heme. 
chine_—cut_,veneer, and?in?fact‘ will, have improved 
characteristics. that the . WOQd, veneer. of this 

hillefthe wopsleraihhf machine-tut veneer. 
iSHIlQJLI‘ERI'PQHQQd:.iRi'thQWOOd. nmduqt veheer of 
this invention,“ yet. the. @9191”. tones .Off the Wood 
species. from. whiqh machire-cht' veneers. are 
madearerepmduced. .59 that natural. Wood; tones. 
of. gwa. birch,..maele, walnut and others can. he. 
obtain .Jnihe. WQQQ PIQdllct veheershhodhced 
accordinstcthis ihveniiqh 
lh'additiohlthe wood‘eroduqt veneer, .01". Wood 

product made according to this’ invention, 
whether. it. be. a, when. sheet or a product of 
manufacture, has. anew decorative appearance 
inthat. amottled e?hht is givento. the, WOQQ 
prod. ct. 
With, dinerent Species. 0.5,. woods ihszqrpqr-eted 
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be obtained by the rate at which the wood species 
absorb color stains, thus giving to the wood 
product a color variation which enhances its 
decorative effect. 
The wood product of this invention can be 

made either as a grained or a non-grained prod 
uct depending upon the particular nature of its 
manufacture under certain circumstances. The 
grained product is particularly useful when in 
corporating the wood product into plywood so as 
to increase the strength of the plyboard. 

Primarily, this invention consists of making a 
wood product either in veneer sheet form or in 
formed products of manufacture from sawdust, 
wood chips and wood pulp that is bonded to 
gether by a suitable resin which may be either 
thermoplastic or thermosetting in character. 
The use of wood chips in the wood product gives 
a mottled appearance to the surface of the sheet 
or wood product made from the materials. If 
this mottled effect is not ‘desired, the wood chips 
can be omitted and the product made from saw 
dust and wood pulp bonded with a resin binder. 

Also, depending upon the ?nal use of the wood 
product, either a thermosetting or a thermo 
plastic resin can be used in bonding the sawdust 
wood chips and wood pulp together. If it is de 
sired to die-form sheets of the wood product into 
articles of manufacture after the sheet has been 
given its initial manufacture, then it would be 
desirable to use a thermoplastic resin to bond 
the materials together in the wood product ‘so 
that the sheet could be formed under heat and 
pressure to any desired con?guration. On the 
other hand, if such subsequent forming is not 
desired, then preferably a thermosetting resin 
would be used to bond the materials of the wood 
product together since such thermosetting resins 
are unaffected by normally encountered tem 
peratures. 
In the group of resins satisfactory as thermo 

setting resins there are the phenolformaldehyde 
resins, phenolfurfural resins, and others ‘such as 
ureaformaldehyde which would be satisfactory 
for use in bonding the materials of the. wood 
product of this invention. If thermoplastic 
resins are desired for use, such resins as poly 
stvrene are satisfactory as well as the vinyl 
chloride acetate resins and the various cellulose 
resins which can be used according to the heat 
conditions under which they will ?nally be used 
since most of these resins soften in temperature 
ranges of from about 150° F. to 300° F. 
In Figure 1 there is illustrated a wood product 

board that is composed of sawdust particles 10, 
wood chips H and wood pulp ?bers I2. These 
materials are bonded together byeither a ther 
mosetting or thermoplastic res-in of a suitable 
type, depending upon the service to which the 
board will be placed. The sawdust, wood chips 
and wood pulp ?bers are bonded together under 
heat and pressure until the bonding resin sets, 
and cools if the bonding resin is a thermoplastic 
material. The plyboard product of Figure 1 is 
one that does not present any grain structure 
since the wood pulp ?bers I2 are interspersed at 
random throughout the body of the wood product 
in all directions. 
In Figure 3 there is illustrated a wood product 

veneer ‘sheet [3 that is made like the product 
illustrated in Figure 1 except that the veneer 
sheet may be as thin as 1/20", thus presenting a 
wood product veneer sheet of a thickness similar 
to that of machine-cut veneer so that it can be 
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4 
used in the same way and in the same places as 
machine-cut veneer. 
In either of the products of Figures 1 and 3, 

the Wood chips may be omitted if the mottled 
effect in the surface of the product is not desired. 
In Figure 2 there is illustrated a wood product 

in the form of a board that is made in the same 
manner as the product illustrated in Figure l, 
but the wood pulp ?bers l2a are arranged sub 
stantially parallel to one another whereby a 
de?nite grain is established in the product of 
Figure 2. This graining of the product can be 
obtained by correct handling of the wood pulp 
and of the mixture of sawdust, wood chips and 
wood pulp during the manufacture of the Wood 
product, which will be hereinafter described. 
In Figure 4 there is illustrated a Wood prod 

uct veneer sheet [5 that is grained in the same 
manner as the product of Figure 2, and is made 
in the same way and incorporates the same ma 
terials of sawdust, wood chips and wood pulp 
bonded with a suitable resin. 

In Figure 5 there is illustrated a sheet of ply 
board 20 that has the individual plys 2|, 22 and 
23 each made from a wood product veneer sheet 
such as that illustrated in Figure 4. It will be 
noted, however, that the grained wood product 
veneer sheet constituting the plys of the ply 
board 253 are laid so that the grain of the respec 
tive sheets is angular to the grain of adjacent 
sheets. Thus, by utilizing grained wood product 
veneer sheets, a plyboard of increased strength 
can be obtained in much the same manner as 
that now obtained in the use of machine-cut 
Wood veneers that are plied in a like manner. 
In Figure 6 there is illustrated an article of 

manufacture in the form of a U-shaped product 
25. The U-shaped product of Fig. 6 can be 
formed from a Wood product plyboard such as 
that illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 or from a wood 
product veneer sheet, such as that illustrated in 
Figs. 3 and 4,, or from a plyboard such as that 
illustrated in Fig. 5 when the bonding resin of 
the wood product is a thermoplastic material. 
Under these circumstances, the wood product 
board, or veneer, or plyboard can be heated to 
a temperature at which the bonding resin again 
softens to re-form the sheet into the U-shaped 
product of Fig. 6, whereupon the sheet will be 
allowed to cool so that the resin will set and 
the sheet will retain its formed shape. 

It has been found that the use of wood pulp 
?bers in the wood product produces a structure 
that is superior to a product in which sawdust 
or wood chips alone are used. The wood pulp 
?bers, even when incorporated in a wood prod 
uct in percentages as low as 5 to 10% increase 
the strength of the wood product. This is be 
lieved to be the result of the longer wood pulp 
?bers projecting across the granules formed by 
the sawdust or the sawdust and wood chips when 
used together, and the matting effect produced 
by the pulpwood ?bers throughout the mass of 
the wood product board or veneer. 
The increase in strength of the wood product 

board or veneer is even more noticeable when 
the product is grained, as when the mixture is 
collected on an endless wire belt as in a Four 
drinier type paper-making machine. When the 
grained wood product veneer is plied, a plyboard 
is produced which is even more resistant to 
warping than plyboard produced from machined 
wood veneer as a result of the lack of continuity 
of ?bers and particles over any substantial length 
of the veneer. 
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sheet, and/or to set a thermoplastic resin, if 
such has been used as a bonding agent. Pres 
sure is also retained on the mix during the cool 
ing to prevent shrinkage of the material, and in 
fact the cooling chambers 42 and 43 can be set 
in spaced relationship that is slightly less than 
the spaced relationship of the steam chambers 
40 and 4| if any shrinkage takes place in the 
material due to the particular materials used 
in the mix. 
In Fig. 8 there is illustrated a machine for per 

forming a method of producing a Wood product 
veneer that contains a decided grain. 
In the machine and method disclosed in Fig 

ure 8, wood particles consisting of wood pulp 
and sawdust or sawdust and wood chips are 
supplied to the pulp box 50 in which an agita 
tor 5| retains the wood particles and wood ?bers 
in uniform distribution in the percentages in 
which they were added to the pulp box. Over 
?ow from the pulp box across the feeding ledge 
52 causes the mix ?oated with a water carrier 
to be delivered upon an endless wire web 53, 
such as that as can be found in any conventional 
Fourdrinier type of papermaking machine. The 
wire web 53 in picking up the over?ow from the 
pulp boX 59 causes the wood pulp ?bers to es~ 
tablish a de?nite grain in the mix which is par~ 
allel to the forward direction of movement of the 
wire web 53. Suitable-deckle straps 54 control 
the width of the mix as it is applied to the wire 
Web 53. 
A suction box 55 is positioned near the forward 

end of the web 53 to remove the major portion 
of the water from the mix. As the mix forms a 
web, it is picked up by the fabric belt 56 and is 
carried over the surface of a drying cylinder 69 
to dry the wood particles and wood ?bers con 
tained in the web 65. 
The dried web leaving the drying cylinder 60 

may then pass between spray-heads 6 I, that may 
be positioned on one or both sides of the web 65 
to apply a bonding agent to the web of dried 
wood particles and wood ?bers. 
The web 65 with the bonding agent added is 

then carried to between belts 32a and 31a. of a 
machine like that described in Figure 7 to there 
after compress the web 65 to a desired thickness 
and cure the resin to bond the wood particles and 
wood ?bers together. 

It will thus be seen that the machine and 
method of making a Wood product veneer as dis- ' 
closed in Figure 8 will produce a veneer sheet 
in which there is a decided grain in that a large 
percentage of the wood pulp ?bers will lie rela 
tively parallel with one another. 

It will be understood that various modi?ca 
tions of the invention can be made without de 
parting from the basic concept of the invention, 
and that the modi?cations that fall within the 
scope of the appended claims are intended to be 
included herein. 
Having thus fully described my invention, what 

I claim as new and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent is: 

1. A rigid wood product veneer sheet consist 
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ing of a mixture of sawdust, wood chips and at 
least 5% wood pulp ?ber with the wood, pulp 
dispersed in the sheet to establish a grain there 
in extending in one direction throughout the 
sheet and bonded together with a synthetic resin. 

2. A rigid wood product veneer sheet consisting 
of Wood chips, sawdust, at least 5% pulpwood 
?bers and a resin binder, all bonded together 
under heat and pressure, said wood pulp ?bers 
being dispersed in said sheet in such a manner as 
to establish a determined grain extending in one 
direction throughout the sheet by substantially 
parallel arrangement of the ?bers. 

3. The method for producing a rigid grained 
arti?cial wood veneer sheet that consists of, 
mixing together wood particles and wood pulp 
?bers in a liquid vehicle, floating the mixture 
onto a moving carrier in a manner causing re 
arrangement of the wood pulp ?bers in the mix 
ture into substantially parallel arrangement rela 
tive to each other to establish a ?exible web 
grained longitudinally of the direction of move 
ment of the web as deposited on the moving car 
rier, removing the liquid vehicle from the web 
and drying the same while ?exible, applying a 
bonding agent to the web after drying thereof, 
moving the web thereafter in a planar condition 
while applying pressure to the web to compress 
the same to a predetermined thickness while wet 
with the bonding agent, and setting the bonding 
agent with the web in planar condition while 
pressure is maintained on the web until the bond 
ing agent is set to retain the predetermined 
thickness. 

CLARENCE U. GRAMELSPACHER. 
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